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bstract

Self-Managed Studying

1

In introductory psychology -co s students were taught some
. ,

///

rinciples of "adjustment" using self-ma ement techniques.1 The four

student projects reported herein, were speci lcally designed to improve

Y

study skills through the use of Premack's principle and stimulus control.

The course materials varied accordiu to.the student's choice of subject
/

.

matter in which to improve the quality of work. Two studtnts worked- on

the coursework,in a class within which these projects were required, one

student read in her Arierican literature classand_One-student studted-
.

electrical engineering material. Reports from the Students/indicated

success in achieving t4e desired terminal behavior,\increased studying

skills, and students additionally recognized that the,principles of

self- management' similarly-apply to the management of the behavior of

others as well.
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Self-Managed Studying in College Courses,

,During the period between the beginning of the fall term of 1970

and of the spring term of 1972, a large shal; of the student's

work in a "personalized" introductory psychology course taught at_Utah,

State Univereity,involved the conduct of a self-management laboratory

project in a problem of his or her 'choice (Edwards 8.14 Powers, in cress;

Edwards and Gravis, 193). Students enrolled in my classes entitled

"The Dynamics of Adj tive Behavior and Mental Health' at Minot State

College are currently at work conducting similar self-control projects

as laboratory exercises.
(t1

As in most iersonalized courses, students who have previously taken

the course and succeeded in it have helped to advise, students wittt

their projects. Students assisting in advising other students are

given credit in special problems or, at Utah State University, teacher-

training practicum credits were given.

Students are encouraged to devise their own methods for self-

monitoring and self-managing some behavior they have chosen to increase

or 4mprove.in or to-decrease or remove. Of course, hand-outO and

text materials are used as resources as well as consultationwith.the

instructor and assistants. The major obj'eCtives of these projeots,

have been to provide students with practical laboratory experience

in relAtion with the text materialSIto allow students to make direct

experimental contact with the principles taught, and to insure the use

of those principles in problem-solving after the class is firished.
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Several student:1; produced projects using Premack's principle and

the principle of stimulus control (Home, deBaca, Deyine,, Steinhorst,

and Rickert, 1963; Pi.emack, 1959). ,These papers were selected from

the staying papers performed during the spring term of.1972 at Utah,.

State University. The purpose of this paper is to present the results

of the laboratory projects performed by four studying rapers which

used the principles, of Premack's and stimulus control.,

Project

The purpose of the -first project was that of increa ing studying

and,developing evenly paced Qtudying. The material was often only

skimmed and the student was" consequently caught by pop quizzes. He

was inadequately prepared and his grades suffered. honed to establish

the behavior of reading the material at the end of each day and re-reading

it just before class. The desired outcome was increased pages r ad

and'increased understanding of the material read.

Method

Subject, 'Apparatus, and ?rbcedures

LiAC was a 20-Yr old college junior with a major in plant science.

A small pocket notebook was used to collect the da.ta at the time it

occured. He recorded the data on forte provided in the laboratory

section of the class. Studying was done at home'or on camtus at "The

Briar". He chose to manipulate his interactions with the respective

.

5
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environments where studying was attempted because studying in the

library was distasteful to him and he had been successful occasionally

in both environments.
.<

During the first two weeks, the operant level of studying was

rerrded and distractions and interruptions obServed. Six problems

were located: Briar 1;(1) getting up for coffee(2) talking to friends,

(3) noise from the music a tikiViZation; Home r (4) wife, (5) daughter,

and (6) television. To-dontrol-these problems, a c40thbination of Premack's
-

.

principle and the principle of stimulus control were utilized. 'Reinforcement

and work contingencies are listed in Table 1 illustrating tie use of

Premack's principle.-

Table 1

Earnings and payment schedule for studying and breaks from studying..

Earnings

One poker chip
Fifteen chips
Five chips

Payments,

1

Two poker chips
Six chips
Six chips

Iv%

Behavior

Every 10.minutes of studying
Two hours uninterruptedstudyin;
Each completed assignment

Behavior

One cup of coffee
Ten minutes free time talking.,
Ten minutes free time

6 lt
-74z11..
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Stimulus control was used when the student eliminated the noise

of music, fans, and friends in the Briar and when he removed himself

frpm the'dtstractions of television, his wife, and his daughter-A-

hOme. At the Briars he selected a table which was secluded from the

others. There was no fan or speaker near and- friends were unlikely '

to notice his presence. "Messing around" at the table was forbidden.

At home_,_a.Toom_in the-baseneat was fixed-up-and usedyexalusively

for studying. The self-modification program was begun at the beginning

of the third week of the project and was continued fcr 7 weeks inc uding

baseline. At the beginning of the sixth week, the value of the tokens

was reduced by half. Longer periods at the Briar were required and

later hours at home were used to cut out some of the distractions which

remained.

Results ;:e

Figure 1 shows an increase in the number of pages read each day.

Reading each day and reviewing the material 'just before each clpss

period was also increased. Baseline sessions showed wide variation

for pages read from none to 27. During the intervention sessions, -a

gradual increase in e pages read and a tendency toward"stability

occured. On day 16 when stiMulus control applications began alonm

with the initiation of the token Fayoff for the scheduled behaviors,

further increases in stability were seen. On day 26, when the token

payoffs were reduced.in value, and on day 30 when tokens were removed,

stull furhten-indi-cations -of control over studying were seen. Other

.7



benefits which are not shown on the graph were the increase in quiz

scores to nearly 100% and more of the material seemed to be retained.

t

Insert Figure 1 about here

Project II

cond project was that of difficulty prolonged concentration

while studying. St periods usually included frequent self-interru:,tions

by eating, talking, looking, ound, daydreaming, and walking around.

Even further poor study behavior w likely reinforced by these intirrultions.

This student's grades had been fairly goo the past, therefore there

had, been little reason to change' the di'sruptiVe be ,ors. InterruTting

studying less frequently, however, would allow more studying a shorter

.

free
_---

teriod of time. the student would then have more free time to.

in pleasurable activities. The purpose of this student's project was

to reduce the occurrence of-non=studying behavior during

in order to maximize the production of other reinfarcers as well.

y :eriods

Subject and Ap,,aratus

iie

CW was a 24-yr-old female who was in the third quarter of her junior

year., She planned to teach secondary English. Through high school_; a

B+ average was maintained but her aveA06e had dropped-to a B- in college.

No previous training in pontrolling study habits had,been done becau,;e
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she had not been concerned with the problem previously. In effect,

she had not had an oprortunity to engage in supervithed self-control

projects Until this one. The wall clock in the lilrary was-used to

.

-'time the study periods: Pages read during the study-Sion were

counted arid recorded on gra-hs.

Procedure

During the first two weeks, baseline behavior was established by

'recording the page's read Ier hour for all studying.- A single subject

Americaa-literature, was selected to measure during the intervIhbion

period. Optional light reading was selected as an activity to _serve as

a reinforcer. She studied for an hour beginning at 8:30 a.m. in the

library and she studied
.
short stories, roetry, and essays r an up:er

division literature course. For the first three wee of intgrventiono

5-min of light reading from the Student Lif- ampus newspaper), House

Beautiful, or HOUse was allowed 'after 15 -min' of concentrcted

y. For the last two weeks, 5-min. light reading was allowed after

30-min of concentrated' study.

Results and Discussion

Ther_e_,was a large variation in the baseline rate from day to day-

as---ghown in Figure 2. The average number of pages per hour during

baseline was 12. During the modification period, the average rose to

19 pages per hour. The average reading rate on days during which studying

occurred was about 36 pages Per hour. The'trend was toward increased

pages per hour reading rates durin the last three weeks of-the nroject.4
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Insert-Figure 2 about here 't

Project III

.

The bird project was considered'by the student as an opfortunity
.

to improve a facet of his behaviOr that he hack previously giv,?nlittle

thought. .He stated that. he had "alwayi'dipliked-studying and I h'ite,

as far back as I can remember, Tut my lessolls off ,until the last

possible minute. In this 'experiment I was required to study, and I

suppose it is the best choice I could have made as a subject." The

purpose of this -project was to increase the number of pages read

hour of studying, or, that is, increase the studying rate in ter

pages per hour.

Method

Subject, Apparatus, and Procedures

RAL was 22 years old, married, and a jun in college. He majored

in business administration. He worked on a dairy farm owned by his

father-in-law which prevented as much time in study'as he would ha/

liked. A watch was used to time the study period and a data sheet

was gg plied on which to record the pages read per hour during -each

session. 'Studying was first measured during a two lAek baseline period

when nothing else wms,done to modify study behavior, After the second

week, "cokes" were used als a reinforcer f6r completion of a study period-.

Premack's principle was used in this study by making coke-drinking
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(a high p ability beh ) contingent upon completing a study

period (a low pr y behavior). Also used was the principle of

stimulus control'in which the student locked himself in the

bedroom of his mobile home during the study sessions.

Results

Figure 1 shojis the rate of reading increased from a" baselj.ne

average of 15.4 pages :er hour to a rate of 31.6-pages per hour. ,The

student was also able to maintain the high rate afte_three eeks of

intervention without the use of colvas as a reinforcer
*

7'

Insert Figure 3 about he-

t

7'

Prort7IV

/'

In the words of this student, mPerhaps it was the winter quarter

Iblahstor the senior year idulldromt that was affecting me; either way,

my study habitt were getting worse. For examp eg I often f.,und myself

day-dreaming when I was studying.11 These kinds of behaviors are not

productive in retention or efficient. use of stud time, perefore this

student used studying as the project exercise to t y to increase the

frequency of sNdy sesaon.3. Rate of studying in pages per hour was

*o also recorded.

Method

Subject and Alparatus

TAH was a male 22-yr old dlactrical engineering student in his

'senior year of college. The apparatus sed included a wrist watch and

N.fl 41
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a data sheet. The beginning and ending time of the study sessions

and the number of pages read were recorded,

PrQe_dure.s

The firstI-0days of thg study served as the baseline sessions.

Since studying occurred on only 8 of those days, only 8 sessions a, re

_._ recorded. During this period, reading in all courses was recorded.

.__.,

After iiias4line it was decided to watch only the study rs for two

----- . ___ _

, . .

--
.

classes: communioations theoryandswitChing theory; These were selected

,-
,

because they were similar and in order to obtain data for more than.

. .

one class. The time r od from, :00 to 10:00 p.m. was selected during

which study rates were riecorded. dent drank a can of 1:oun r-i,in

Dew each evening before/bed, so it was decided to use'P , incirle

where the can 'of pop was used to reinforce the study ser-:sion. Only

,sessions on days during which studying occurred were recorded.

Results and Discussion

As seen in Figure 4, the average studying rate increased substantially

during intervention sessions in comparison with the baseline sessions. The

rate of studyinz,: thus increased indicated the success of Premack's ,pin iple.

It should be noted that the student'sN,es,ions decreased during intervention

compared with baseline, but as in many studying projects, after efficiency,

improved by sessions, the number of sessions decreased.- After the

project was conchulat the student noted that his studying rates h&d begun

declining. This further indicated to him that the reinforcer chosen

served as a reinforcer.

12
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Insert Figure 4-about hei.e
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Critical 'Review

Prc4ect I, LLK cdmmented that th-e number of paces read ,per

hour orihe reading rate, was not the best measure. Why is th&

rate'n the best measure?:,Aat might have beenbetter measures?

The Studen also no ed that studying before and after classeshad

increased, a d that tAdying in his stimulus-controlieft envirnment
d,

had ipereasea.',His gn dee on quizzes had also increased.' SinCe

f

grades are what Id most important to a student, perhaps testscores
\ ---,------_______

.. \ \ ------------
'0 ..should have-been measured mong the evehts manipulated-or varied.

_
,__

, .

r

Stimulus controls time tpen studying, page6 and material studied,
- 1

k.

and the ptogrammelconsequences of seudying:(reinforcement'magnitude

and frequency of delivery) may havebeenthe events controlled in

order to deterridne which of these were important to this particular

student. The important dependent variable in this case was grades on

quies. The suspected causes for the poor grades probably shoat_

havpbeen Manipulated along witW obtaining grade data.
,

lb, 4,

The purpose CW stated foe her pro4pct was to increase hdramount

of studying completed during the sessions in whischstud yIng took place.

The student's.purpose was achieved. Sessions during which studying

,16Cburred ,thOWed increased gages read per hour and leps variation

across sessions. The, student neglected to note w1ether the

re dingpwas al .owed only after .concentrated study. This is an im,ortant

13



issue; if the reinforcer is allowed at times other that those specified,

O it is likely that it would-not last long as a reinforcer,.

Fa.

4

Retention was stated important to TAH as a product of his project,

yet he failed to measure it. He could have included it as a measure

of the effectiveness of the'reinforcer by writing a multiple-choice

questiOn after each "unit" was completed (he'would need self-define

a-unit). After each week, each 5 hours of study, or each 30 pages of

4
material, for example, he could take a test over the material. He

would^have then been able to measure retention in addition to the

number of pages read per hour. The number of interruptions Seemed to

be troublesome as-well:and should have been counted. Differentresults

may have obtained if the number of^interruptions 'were counted along with

pages per hour.
, le
Reinforcing astudy session is one of the necessary nditions

for effecting the use of,efficientNstudy habits, according to Fgx (1962).

However, it is probably not sufficient to do po without 'Other chang(A.

The other two conditions include stimulus control and small stets.

Stimulus control includes the removal of distractions.froth the study
-;

environment. RAL did this in hisstudy, however, use of small stets

was ignored. Two important characteristics were lacking in this project:

(1).thestudynt was unclear what it was that he was studying, and (2) it

wap-igt clear how the student measured the:. differences between material

gathered in'one course from the other.

th studies reported here lacked the qualit$of rrofessional re;o?ts

re 14
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with-respect to detailed information found, for example', in the

Journal of the Experimental Analysis of Behavior,, however the major

goals were achieved. .students reported sel f-observational data and did

so with indications'of a higher order of skill than could have, bee.

previously demonstrated. Thus, it is presumed-ti.air.,v link has been
_

achieved by these and other-students involved in self-control projects

in the Gre0-dit-lum, "Know thyself".

AccOrdiry to Skinner,(1971), learning self-control skills is

-----
necessary for the survival of society: In act, learning self-control

may be a necessary first step for the gaining of creative skills. Of

course, if self-control :skillswere learned well by all individuals,

. the survival of society, would involve many changes by comparison with

its current state of affairsii-s_Ta er offered only four example:::

of one kind of self-control projects whiCh students in my-dIat--es- haVe

r `yam

performed or are nor performing. Other project classes in self-control

include the reduction of,cigarette-smoking, obesity, irrational fears,

piaho-practice, saying nice things, and tooth-brushing. The pr:tjects

have even included more exotic topics such as "flipping-the-bird"and

___Ze...Mrcpnscioisness.: The_ projects are_exciting_to

and the-s-tudents. sxclang to watch i1;-"at-Tdents. gain enthusirsrn

aid interest in self-control. One added "pawl' is that many S
e

indicated that they recognize that these same principles apply when

used with the modification of others as well as with themselves.

nts
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1. All/students who Ilel-ped with these projects are thanked. Es:ecially

deserving are Scott Bowles, Jim Powell, Kirk Bowden, and Gordon

Liddle who did their best during the frequent absences of tlIc.instructcr.
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Figure Cartions

Figure 1. Pages read during each class day of a self-managem nt project
to increase'-reading rates in study sessions. Section A
indicates baseline sessions; section B indicates the intervention

sessions. (LLK)

2. ,Pages per hour rate of reading performance during, turfy sessions

"in a self-management studying project_ designed to ncrease

efficient rates of reading. Panel A represents ba e2ine; Farrel

B represents intervention sessions. (CW)

3. °Pages read per hour rate of reading during each class day of a
self-manage.ment project designed to increase reading rates.
Panel A shows baseline data; Panel 3 shows intervention data.

(RAL)

4. Pages per hour reading rates during study sessions for which
intermittent,reinforcement followed sessionsirrirng which.. studying``-

occurred. Panel A shows baseline data; Panel B shOws intervention

data. (TAH)
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